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1. INT~0Ducrl0N 
The classification of finite simple groups has many conseqttenccs, one of 
which is 
THEOREM A. Let G be a finite group. There exist a sokable subgroup 5 
and g E G such that G = (S, SK). 
‘This theorem is proved in Section 2. An example is given to show 
“solvable” cannot be replaced by “nilpotent.” Theorem A allows one to 
extend results on solvable groups. In Section 3, a particular theorem about 
solvable groups is obtained. 
THEOREM B. Suppose #:G -+ GL( V) is a nontrivial irreducible represen- 
tation (otler anql field) of a finite solvable group G. If M and N are maxim.al 
subgroups of G such that C,(M) # 0 # C,(N), then M and A’ are conjugate. 
Theorem B fails to hold in general. However, it does verify the following 
conjecture in the solvable case. 
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CONJECTURE B'. The number of conjugacy classes of maximal 
subgroups M of G with C,(M) # 0 is no more than the degree of 4. 
Indeed, examples eem to indicate that the correct bound is (deg $ + 1)/2. 
Some of the lemmas in Section 3 are relevant to the general case of Conjec- 
ture B’. 
Note that for representations over the complex numbers C,(M) # 0 if and 
only if (#l,+,hr, l,W) # 0 if and only if (4, 1:) # 0. Hence an immediate conse- 
quence of Theorem B is the following: 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a finite solvable group with maximal subgroups 
M and N. If M# W, then (l:, 1,;) = 1. 
In particular, if l,W -’ 1,:) then M = NK. This has an application to number 
fields. Two number fields are arithmetically equivalent if they have the same 
[ function. If K and L are arithmetically equivalent, they have the same 
normal closure with Galois group G. If M and N are the corresponding 
subgroups of G, then 1.: = 1,” Hence Corollary 1 yields ,,,.
COROLLARY 2. Let K be a minimal extension of the rational numbers 
with normal closure F. Assume the Galois group of F is solvable. Then L is 
arithmetically equivalent to K tf and only tf K g L. 
Theorem B also gives a bound on the cardinality of Y, the set of 
conjugacy classes [Ml of maximal subgroups of G. Call x, y E G semicon- 
jugate if (x) = (y”) for some g E G. Let h(G) and h’(G) denote the number 
of conjugacy classes and semiconjugacy classes in G, respectively. 
COROLLARY 3. IgI < h’(G) < h(G) for G solvable. 
Similarly, a consequence of Conjecture B’ would be that I%? 1 < Z deg x, 
where the sum is over the irreducible complex characters of G. (Recall C 
(degx)* =IGl.1 
Theorems A and B are used to study the generation of abelian Sylow 
subgroups of the lower central series. 
LetL,G=G andL,G= [L,...,G,GJ for i> 1. 
THEOREM C. Let Q E Syl,(G) and P E Syl,(L, G) with L,Q = 1 and P 
abelian of rank less than 2k’ ’ - 1. 
(1) I” N,(P) is solvable or k = 1, than every element of P is a product 
of k r-fold commutators. 
(2) Every element of P is a product of k + 1 r-fold commutators. 
Rodney 131 proved the result for Q = P g Z,, X Z, and r = 2. The second 
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author ]2] has obtained the theorem for k = 1 and r = 2 with no assumption 
on Q. This assumption is necessary for k > 1 or Y > 2. 
We use the notation in 111. Also H is quasisimple if N = H’ and N/Z(fl) 
is simple. E(G) is the subgroup generated by all subnormal quasisimpie 
subgroups of G. The generalized Fitting subgroup of G is F*(G) = 
E(G) F(G). 
2. THEOREM A 
In order to prove Theorem A, it is first shown every finite simple group 
can be generated by a pair of Sylow p-subgroups for some prime p. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a finite simple group of Lie type qf characteristic 
p. Then G is generated by two Sylow p-subgroups. 
Proof. Let TE SyI,(G). There is a root system C and an ordering on Z 
such that T= (U, / a E C + ) is generated by the root groups U, of G deter- 
mined by positive roots cz. Also S = (U,, / u E C ) E Syl,(G) and G = (S. Tj. 
Let H = Sp,(2), G2(2), or *F,(2) and G = H’. Then G g A,. U,(3). or 
‘F,$(2)’ is of index 2 in H. So the argument above applies to H. However. 
T E Syl?(H) is contained in two maximal parabolic subgroups Y, and PI of 
N with Pi= (T, P,nS). Indeed Qj=PinG= (Tr?G,QinS) and ‘I‘ 
normalizes G,, = (Q,? Q2). So H = (P,, P?) = TG,, and hence G = G,! := 
(TnG:S,nG). 
The next result is obvious but useful. 
‘LEMMA 2.2. Suppose H < G, 1’E Syl,(G) with ?‘I<> HE Sq’l#f, 
G = (H, T), and H is generated by two Sylow 2-subgroups. Then G is 
generated by a .oair of Sylow 2-subgroups. In particular, if G has a m.axima! 
subgrotip qf even index generated by a pair of Sylow 2-subgrotips, ihen the 
same is true for G. 
A, is considered next. The following two results arc presumabiy wel! 
known. 
LEM%U 2.3. Let f2 = {I ,..., n) and A = j l,..., ml with ! < m < n. lj 
n f 2m, then H = G(A), the global stabilizer of d in G = Alt(fl), is maximal. 
Prooj: Induct on m. If m = 1, the result is clear. So assume m > 1 and by 
symmetry 2m<n. Let A’=f2--A and 1-=(I,~J2]\r’~]=2j. Suppose 
g E G -- 11. Now H has exactly three orbits on r (depending on jr,; f? d I j. 
Since Id’/ > /Al, g(/rl’) intersects both A and d’, and so g does not stabilize 
any of the three orbits. Hence X = (H, g) acts transitively on I: Since H acts 
481:'75 I-,. 
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2-transitively on both d and d’, it follows that X acts 2-transitively on R. In 
particular, there exists x E (Xn G,) - H for some a E A. By induction, 
H n G, is maximal in G,. Thus X > G, and so X = G. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S = (l,..., n}, n > 8, and G = Alt(O). Suppose H < G is 
doubly transitive on Q and H contains a 4-group moving exactly four points 
of Q. Then G = H. 
Proof. Let 2, x Z, z R ( H moving only d = J, 1, 2.3,4). Set 
A’ = fi - A. Since R < H4 ,, the action of H, I is transitive on A. Since 
(d’ ] > Id ], the result follows by [4, Theorem 13.51. 
LEMMA 2.5. If n > 4 and G=A,, then G is generated by a pair of 
Sylow 2-subgroups. 
Proof. We appeal to Lemma 2.2 and induct on n. Note that S, has this 
property for n < 4. Also A, z L,(4) and A, z Sp,(2)‘, so by Lemma 2.1, we 
may take n > 6. By inspection, we may take n > 7. 
First suppose n = 2’ - 1: r > 3. Then there exists H < G with HZ L,.(2) 
acting 2-transitively on Q = {I,..., n). By Lemma 2.1, H is generated by a 
pair of Sylow 2-subgroups. By Lemma 2.4, G = (H, T) for TE Sy12(G), and 
the result follows by Lemma 2.2. 
So n # 2’ - 1. Then there exists m with 1 < m < n/2 so that the binomial 
coefficient C(n, m) is even. If n is even, take m = 1. Otherwise, 
2k-’ <n < 2k, and we can take m=n-2k-’ +l. Let H=G(A), 
A = (l:..., m). Then ]G: H] = C(n, m) is even. Now H= (t)(A x B) with 
A z ,4, and B z A,, ...m and t inducing an outer automorphism on A and B 
(unless m = 1). So by induction and remarks in the first paragraph, H is 
generated by a pair of Sylow 2-subgroups. By Lemma 2.3, G = (H, 7’) for 
T E Syl,(G) with Tn H E Syl,(H). Another application of Lemma 2.2 
completes the proof. 
Before considering the sporadic groups: some preliminary lemmas are 
needed. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let A be a minimal normal subgroup of G with A a p-group 
of order q =pn. .4ssume T E Syl,(G) with C,(T) = 1, G/A is generated by 
two Sylow 2-subgroups, and G has less then q classes of complements of A. 
Then G is generated by a pair of Sylow 2-subgroups. 
ProoJ By hypothesis, there exist S? TE Syl,(G) with G = AH, where 
H = (S, T). If A n H # 1, then A < H and so G = H = (S, T). So we can 
assume H is a complement for A. Similarly (S”, T’) is a complement for A. 
Since C,,,(T) = 1, (TX, T”) n A # 1 if x + y are in A. Hence each of the q’ 
complements (S”, Th) are distinct. Since each complement has q conjugates, 
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there at least 9 classes of complements, a contradiction. So G = (Y, 1”) for 
some f.2, bEA. 
LEMMA 2.7. If G = L,( 1 l), G = (S, T) for some S. T E SylZ(G). 
Proof. Let a and b be involutions in G with H = (a, b) the dihedral 
group D,,. Choose T E Syl,(G) with Tn H = (a). Since H is maxima! in G: 
we have G = (T, H) = (S, T), where S E Syl,(H). 
LEMMA 2.8. If G = U,(3) or P.Q,(3), then G is generaced b-v tw S~low 
2-subgroups. 
Proof: GZ Pl2:(3), n = 7 or n= 6 and E = -.. So G has a. maximal 
parabolic subgroup H which is an extension of an elementary abelian 3- 
group of order 3”-2 by Q:,-,(3). Lemmas 2.6 and 2.2 complete the proof. 
In the next lernma, let A/B or A/B/C denote a group with a normal series 
consisting of the corresponding quotients. 
LEMMA 2.9. Suppose G is a sporadic simple group. ‘Then G is generated 
by IWO S$ow 2-subgroups. 
Proof: Let G be a minimal counterexample. We produce 11 < G such 
that by induction and earlier results, H is generated by a pair of Sylow 2- 
subgroups and G = (H, r) for some T E Syl,(G) with 7’fl H E Syl,(H). 
Hence Lemma 2.2 completes the proof. 
Usually, H is maximal in G of even index. For example, if G = M i :, M, z 9 
M 22 7 M,, or Co3, let HgL2(ll), M,r, M,, rZ,/L,(4), hlzJ, or Aut(Mc), 
respectively. Then jG: H] is even and G acts 2-transitively on the cosets of 
H. So H is maximal in G. If G = HJ, HS, MC, Sz, Hu, M(22j, M(24)‘, or 
CO?, !et H z U,(3): Mz2, u,(3), G,(4), 2F<,(2j, L76(2jj’Z,, M(23): 9. 
Z,:Cl,(2). Then G acts as a rank 3 permutation group on the cosets of H 
with k # il. -I- 1: where k. and A. are the usual rank 3 parameters. Thus G is 
primitive and H is maximal with [G: H] even. 
If G = M(23), let d E Z(T) be a 34ransposition and e E & with cd of 
order 3. Then H = N,((ed)) z S, x PQ,(3) and G = (H, Tj. 
Let G = F, and (z) = Z(73. Then C -= C,(z) is an extension of a 2-group 
of order 2’ by A,. Furthermore, there exists a conjugate t = zg E C .-- G2(Cj 
such that C,((z, t)) covers a SYIOW 2-subgroup of CiO,(C). Choose 
S E Sylz(C,;(t)) with C,(z) E Syl,(C,(z, t)). By Lemma 2.5, there exists 
h E C with C = (C,(z), C,(z)“). Then G = (S, C) = (S, S”). 
Let G = L:; and ( z) = Z(T). There is a subgroup X of order 3 in C(z) with 
C,(X) = HZ MCiZ, and C,(X) E Syl,(H). Then G = (C. H) and 
C = (7; C,((z, AT))). So G = (N, T). 
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M23,J,,J3, and J4 have M,,, L,(ll), Z,/LJ16), and L5(2)/Ezlo as 
maximal subgroups, respectively. 
Finally if G is ON, He, Co,, F5, F,, or F, , let H be the centralizer of a 
noncentral involution with HZ Z,/L,(4)/E,, Z,/L,(4)/E,, ZI/G,(4)/E,, 
Z, IHSIZ, 3 Z, /*Ed 2)/Z, 7 or F,/Z,, respectively. G = (H, T) by centralizer 
of involution characterizations. 
So we have shown every finite simple group can be generated by a pair of 
Sylow p-subgroups (indeed with solvable normalizer). It is relatively easy to 
obtain Theorem A. 
THEOREM A. Let G be ajkite group. There exists a solvable subgroup 
S of G with G = (S, Sb) for some g E G. 
Proof: Let G be a minimal counterexample. Let X be a minimal normal 
subgroup of G. If X is solvable, the result follows by passing to G/X. So 
X=L, x . . . x L, with Li g L simple and nonabelian. By earlier results, 
there exist a prime p and P E Syl,,(X,) such that X = (P, P”) for sone x E X. 
By the Frattini argument, G = XN,(P). Since No(P) # G, there exist 
g E N,(P) and S <No(P) solvable with No(P) = (S, SR). Since PS is also 
solvable, we may assume P < S. We claim that G = (S, SK-‘) for (P, PKx) = 
(P: P”) =X < (S, P). Thus (S, Y) > X(S, P’) = XN,(P) = G. 
Note that the class of groups generated by two solvable subgroups does 
not include all groups. For example, if F is free on t generators, then F 
cannot be generated by t - 1 solvable subgroups (as H < F solvable implies 
H is cyclic). 
Theorem A can be extended to algebraic groups. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let G be an algebraic group (not necessarily 
connected) otler an algebraically closed field. Then G = (S,Sg) for some 
solvable subgroup S and g E G. 
Proof Induct on dim G. If dim G = 0, the result is Theorem A. Let G, be 
the connected component of 1 in G. By a slight variation in the argument in 
Lemma 2.1, G, can be generated by two Bore1 subgroups B and BX of G,. 
Since any two Bore1 subgroups are conjugate, G = No(B) G,. If B = G,, the 
result follows by Theorem A applied to G/G,, . Otherwise dim N,;(B) = 
dim B < dim G, and so N,(B) = (S, SY) with B < S solvable and y E N,(B). 
Hence G = N,;(B) G, = (B, B”)(S, S”) = (S, SYx) as desired. 
We close this section by giving an example to show that not every finite 
group can be generated by two nilpotent subgroups. 
EXAMPLE 2.11. Let H be a nonnilpotent group, F a field with (FI = 
q =pn and (p: IHI) = 1. Suppose V is a noncyclic F[H]-module such that 
C,(h) = 0 for 1 # h E H. Let G be the semidirect product of V by H. If 
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N < G is nilpotent, then N = (N n P’)K, where K is a p/-group. Hence either 
N < V or N < HC for some t’ E V. Suppose G = (N,, Nz) with Ni nilpotent. 
Since HZ G/V is not nilpotent, Ni cannot be contained in V. Hence 
G = (N, , N,j < (H, W) < (H, u”). Thus (zJ”) = V is a cyclic module, a 
contradiction. So G cannot be generated by two nilpotent subgroups. 
In particular, take HZ S,!,,(3) < S&(5) and V= Wg W@ W. where W 
is a two-dimensional vector space over the field of 5 elements, and H acts 
regularly on the nonzero points of W. Note V is not cyclic as it is not a 
summand of F[H]. 
3. THEOREM B 
Let G be a finite group and V a finite dimensional vector space over an 
arbitrary field F. Suppose 4: G -+ GL( V) is an irreducible nontrivial represcn 
tation of G. Recall F’ is the set of conjugacy classes [M] of maximal 
subgroups M of G. Set q(d)= (IM] E ce 1 C,(M) f 0) and ker ,,G the 
maximal normal subgroup of G contained in M. 
kiMMA 3.1. If \M] E 9(Q), then ker # = ker ,,,G. 
Proof. If K a G and K < M, then 0 # C,,(K) is invariant under G and 
so V = C,(K). Thus ker yG < ker 4. If ker Q is not contained in M, then 
G = (ker #)M, and so C,(G) = C,(M) = 0, a contradiction. 
Set ~(4) = lP(&l. By Lemma 3.1, we have 
LEMMA 3.2. c(g) = c(4), where $ is the induced representation on 
Gjker I$. 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume Q is faithful, IM] E q(C), and I #A is u solcable 
minimal normal subgroup of G. Then 
(1) A =F*(G) is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p. 
(2) G = AM. 
(3) c($) is the number of conjugacy classes iNI of complements of A in 
G with C,,(N) # 0. 
(4) If O,,,(M) + 1, then ~(4) = 1. 
Proof. As A is solvable, A is an elementary abelian p-group. Since 
ker ,+rG = ker Q = 1, M is a complement o A in G and C,(A) = 1.. In 
particular, O,(M) = 1, and so A = O,(G) = C,(A). Hence F*(G) < 
AC,(A) --A and (1) holds. 
If [N] E F(g), then by (2), N is a complement o A. Conversely, any 
complement of A is a maximal subgroup. Thus (3) holds. 
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Assume 1 #H= O,,(M) and [N] E ‘g(4). Set K = O,,(N). Then HA = 
KA = O,,,,(G). As H and K”are Hall p’-subgroups of HA, it follows by the 
Schur-Zassenhaus theorem that K = Ha for some a E A. Since ker .\,G = 1, 
M < N,(H) # G and so M= NG(H). Similarly N= N,(K) = MU and (4) 
holds. 
THEOREM B. If G is solvable, then ~(4) ( 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, we can assume $ is faithful. Suppose l&f] E F(q). 
By Lemma 3.3, F(G) = A is a minimal normal p-subgroup and G/A = M. 
Again by Lemma 3.3: if O,,(M) # 1, then c(g) = 1. So assume O,(M) = 1. 
Since O,,(G) = A: O,,(M) = 1, and thus M = 1. Hence JGI =p and 
qq = {IlJ}. 
Note the result is false for G nonsolvable. For example, take G = A,, 
n > 5, and let @ be the n - 1 dimensional representation of G induced from 
the usual permutation representation. If M is the stabilizer of a k-element 
subset with n > 2k, then by Lemma 2.3, M is maximal. Since ]M] E @($), it 
follows that ~(4) > n/2 - 1. 
Recall that h(G) is the number of irreducible complex representations of 
G. Let h”(G) be the number of irreducible rational representations of G. 
Note that h”(G) <h’(G) <h(G). 
COROLLARY 3.4. If G is solvable, then 
IgI < h”(G). 
Proof. Suppose ]M] E rg. Since 1,: is the character of a rational 
representation, 1: = 1, + x1 + ... +x,., where each xi is the character of a 
nontrivial irreducible rational representation of G. Let X(M) =x, . By 
Corollary 1, the map ]M] -x(M) is injective from %Y and misses 1 c. The 
result follows. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let G be a solvable group with no 2-transitive 
representation. Then IQJ < h(G)/2. 
Proof. It suffices to show there exist two irreducible nontrivial characters 
x, x’ with (‘x,l~)+O#~‘: I;). If not, since (l.G,l,)=(l,, 1,%,)-l, 
1: = I, + AX: for 1 a positive integer and x irreducible. Since x(g) is 
integral, if 2 > 1, then lF,( g) > 0 for all g. Hence G = UMX, a contradiction. 
So 1 = 1, and hence the action of G on the cosets of M is 2-transitive, 
violating the hypothesis. 
Note that if G = Epm, an elementary abelian p-group of order pm5 then 
IV] = (p” - l)/(p - 1) = h”(G) - 1. Thus Corollary 3.4 cannot be 
improved. 
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In the notation of this section, Conjecture B’ can be stated as: 
19(#)] < deg 9. It is an easy exercise to show this is valid for deg d < 2. Let 
us now assume that F is algebraically closed and 1 G] is invertible in F. For 
[Mj E g’, set X(M) = Xx, where the sum is taken over all nontrivial 
irreducible characters with (x, 1;) # 0. Let q = Xx(M), [M] E 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Conjecture B’ is equivalent to ~1 being a constituent of 
rhe regular representation. 
Proof. Let x be an irreducible character. Then (x, v) = ck), and the 
result follows. 
Indeed a stronger question arises. Let x’(M) be such that 1 z = 1 + x’(M). 
CONJECTURE B". .Xx’(M) is a constituent of the regular representation. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Conjecture B" holds for G solvable. 
Proof. Let 1 #X be an irreducible character. Then (Q’(M),x) = 
C(l~,x)=~(l,~,~J,~)~c~) degX<degX by TheoremB. 
4. AN APPLICATION 
Let G be a finite group, F a field with ]G( # 0 in F, V a vector space of 
dimension n over F, and 4: G -+ GL(V) a representation of G. As an 
application of Theorems A and B, we have the next results. Set d(G) to be 
the cardinality of a minimal generating set for G. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p be the minimal prime dividing IG\ wi!h 
n = dim[G, V] < ( pk - I)/( p - 1). If G is solvable or k = 2, then there 
exists H< G with [H, V] = [G, V] and d(H) < k. 
Proof. .Without loss of generality, we assume F is algebraically closed, 
V= [G, V], and $ is faithful. Let (4, G) be a counterexample with n minimal. 
If H < G, we can assume [H, V] f V, for if not, we can replace G by H. Let 
A be a minimal normal subgroup of G. 
First suppose k = 2. If 4 is not the sum of one-dimensional represen- 
tations, then either Q is irreducible or deg 4 > p t 1 = (p’ - l)/( p - 1). If Q 
is irreducible, then either [A, V] = 0 contradicting the faithfulness of Q or 
[A, V] = V and so A = G. 
Thus G is simple. If G is cyclic, the result follows. Otherwise p = 2, and 
deg 4 > 3 = (2* - 1). So assume d is the sum of one-dimensional represen- 
tations. Thus G is abelian and 
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is a direct sum with each C,(N) # 0. Hence n > I(81 > (p’ - l)/(p - l), 
where d(G) = 1. So I < k and the result follows. 
Now assume k > 2 and G is solvable. Thus 0 # [A, V] = Uf V. Let 
W = C,(A). Then W is a proper nonzero invariant subspace. By minimality, 
there exists A4 < G with d(M) < k and ]M, W] = W. So G = AM. If 
C,,(M) = 0, then [M, V] = V and M = G. Thus d(G) = d(M) < k. So if 4 IL,. = 
d, + **. + #,, where each Qi is irreducible, then [M] E Y(gi) for some i. The 
same holds for any complement of A in G. 
Now M = (cl ,..., tk-,). For each a=(a,, . . . . a,-,)EAk-‘, set 
M, = @,a, ,..., tk-..l ak- ,). If M, = G: then d(G) < k. So each M, must be a 
complement of A. Note if a # /I then G = (M, , M,) and so M, # M,?. Thus 
A has at least mk-’ complements, where ] A I= m. Conversely, every 
complement must be of the form M,, so A has exactly mk- ’ complements. 
Let M, EP(di). If deg Qi= 1, then M, = ker Qj 4 G, and so A <Z(G). 
Hence G = A x M, for all /3, and there are mk-’ conjugacy classes of 
complements. By Theorem B, C deg di > mk-’ >pk-‘. Otherwise deg Gi > p 
for each i with [MJ E ‘g(#i). Since [G: M] = m, the number of conjugacy 
classes of complements of A is >mk-* >pk-‘. Again by Theorem B, Z 
deg Qi > mk-’ > pk-‘. In either case dim U>pk -‘, and so 
dim W < (pk--’ - l)/(p - 1). Thus there exists N< M with IN, WI = W 
and d(N)<k-1. Set H=AN. Then [H,VJ=V. So H=G, M=N, and 
d(G) < d(M) + 1 < k. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If dim[G, V] < 2k - 1, then there exists H < G with 
(H, VJ = [G, V] and d(H) < k. 
ProoJ: By Theorem A, G = (S, SK) with S solvable. By Theorem 4.1, 
there exists a subgroup K < S with ]K, VI = [S, V] and d(K) < k. Take 
H = (K, g). Then ]G, V] = IS, VJ + [SK, V] = (H, V]. 
Let G z E,,,. For each of the (p” - l)/(p - 1) maximal subgroups Mi of 
G, choose a linear representation $i with ker $i = Mi (assuming F contains 
pth roots of 1). Let 4 = Co,. Then deg 4 = (p” - l)/(p - l), and every 
proper subgroup has a trivial component. Since d(G) = n, this shows 
Theorem 4.1 is best possible. 
5. LOWER CENTRAL SERIES 
Define IX’1 =x19 [x,,.qJ =x;~x;‘x~x~, and I x , ) . . . . %I = - 
I lx , ,.*., x,.., 1, xrJ. Set T,.G = { ]x, ,..., x,] ] xi E G). Then L,G = (I’,G). 
The next result extends a theorem of Grun (cf. ]I, Theorem 7.4.41). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let P E Syl,,(L,G) be abelian. Set N = N,(P). Then 
P< L,N. 
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Proof. Set H = L,G. By the Frattini argument, since P E SylJPH’) and 
PH’ Q G? G = NH’. Thus H= (L,N)H’. Set M = NC> H. Since 
P E SylJM), M = PK with K a PI-group. Thus P (3 M’ = [P. K ] < L,$ M for 
all s. By Grun’s theorem, Pn H’ = PC? M’ < H’ r? L,.N. Since 
IL,.GI = IL,NI lH’i/!H’ fiL,.NI, 
L,N contains a Sylow p-subgroup of H. Thus P < L,.N as desired. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let P E Syl,(L,Gj 
P < Q E Syl,(G) and N = N,(P). 
be abelian. Suppose 
(I) .N has a Hall p’-subgroup H. 
(2j P= L,Q[H, P]. 
ProojJ: By Theorem 5.1, we can assume G= N. Let 7’= L,G= nL,G. 
Since G/T is nilpotent, there exists a unique Hall p’-subgroup in G/T. Let K 
be the preimage of this Hall subgroup. Then R =: Tf7 P E Syl,(K) and 
R 4 G. By the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, K contains a Hall p’-subgroup 
EL. Thus (1) holds. 
Furthermore, since any Hall p’-subgroup L is contained in K, it follows 
that L = HK for some g E R. Hence G = N,(H)P. Note that PH u G and so 
1 PH, P] = ]H, P] 4 G. So to prove (2), it suffices to assume iHI P] = i 
Thus P < N,(H) and so H Q G. Hence G = HQ, and so L,G < HL,Q. Thus 
P > L,Q E Syl,(L,.G), and the result follows. 
THEOREM C. Let Q E Syl,(G) and PE Syl,(L,Gj with L,Q = I and P 
abelian with rank P < 2k” - 1. 
(1) Zf N,(P) is solvable or k = 1, then P E (T,.G)k. 
(2) P E (r,G)k”. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.2, there exists a p’-subgroup H < NJP) such that 
P == 1 P, H]. By Theorem 4.1 (applied to the action of H on P/@(P)), if H is 
solvable or k = I, there exist h, ,..., h, E H such that P = [P. H] = 
[P, h,] .a. [P, h,]. Since P is abelian, [P, hi] c Tz G. Furthermore since hi is a 
p/-element, I P, hi] = /P, hi ,.... h,], and so [P, hi] g I:,G for ali s. Thus 
P E (TsG)k and (I) holds. 
A similar argument using Corollary 4.2 yields (2). 
The following example shows that (1) above is best possible. Let F be the 
free group on x, ,..., xk. Let H = F/(L,F) F4. Set Z = Z(H). Then 
H/Z(H) g Ezk and H’ has a basis over the field of 2 elements consisting of 
cij= [xi,.xii, 1 Q i < j< k. Note that @(H) =I Z(H). Jf L <H, let 
dim L = dim LZ/Z. 
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LEMMA 5.3. Suppose yi, zi E H, 1 < i < 1. Set Ki = (y, ,z, ,... T yiY zi). If 
rc/ yi, zil = 1 then dim K, < 2. 
ProoJ: If Z= 1, the result is clear. Note [yr, z!] E K;-,. If [ y,, z/j = 1, 
then dim( y,, z,) < 1, and so by induction dim K, < 1. Otherwise 
K,Z = K,-, Z. Suppose y, & Z. Then we can assume y, = xk. By passing to 
H/(x:), the result follows. 
Consider G = Z,, t H, the wreath product of Z, and H: where H is acting 
on s1= H/Z. Then G = BH, where 
B= @ B, withBUzZ,=( 
n E D 
Then P = [B, HI E Syl,(L, G) for r > 2. Since P = ((6,) E B 1 Cb, = O}, 
rank P=2k- 1. Consider b= (b,)E P with b,= 1 for aEJ2 - (Z!. We 
claim that b @ (T,G)k-’ 1 (r,G)k-’ for r > 2. 
Suppose b E (f,G)k-l. Then 
k-1 
with yi, zi E H and ci, di E B. Hence 
k-l 





1 = n 1 Yj, zj]a 
i-l 
If R is a proper subgroup of H, then so is RZ, and so R does not act tran- 
sitively on 0. Hence 
b@ [R,Bl= (b,)l 1 h,=OforeachorbitdofRI 
I nsr9 I’ 
SO by (“), H= (L’l,Z,,*-,yk-[L,Zk-l >. By Lemma 5.3, this contradicts (‘k,t). 
So b g (r,G)k-’ and for p odd (1) is best possible. 
For p = 2, one can construct a similar example with H/Z an elementary 
abelian 3-group of rank k and P of rank 3k - 1. Furthermore, a modification 
of the proof of Theorem C shows that this is best possible. 
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